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This proposal submitted for hangul letters RIEU LIEUL 

UEUB and BANMOEUM-I, which appears in “조선어 

신철자법”. In my perspective, they should not be in 

Unicode. Following are my reasons. 

 

First, all the hangul letters in Unicode are based on 

“훈민정음”, while they aren’t. What’s more, the 

Jungseong Jamos are all based on araea(天), eu(地) and 

i(人), however, BANMOEUM-I cannot be expressed. 

 

Second, I remembered that these Jamos were once 

submitted but were withdrawed, though I didn’t know the 

reason then. 

 

Third, if these Jamos can be included in Unicode and, all 

the letters in the following picture of KIPA should also 

be in Unicode, for they have the same nature. 
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Fourth, in N2243 ,혀바닥소리 Jamos in 《訓民正音韻解》 and 

마름모 미음 in 《華東正音通釋韻考》 are also withdrawed. These 

letters’ ages are much older than the ones in “조선어 신철자법”, but 

younger than “훈민정음”. 

 

Fifth, the ones in “조선어 신철자법” are used for irregular forms of 

Verbs and Adjectives.  

  RIEU: This is used for the words which end with ㄹ. But all the 

words which end with ㄹ are all irregular, this new letter is 

unnecessary. 

  LIEUL: This is used for the words which end with 르. Exactly, all 

the occasions “ㄹㄹ” appears can be replaced by LIEUL with no 

conflicts, in other words, it is just a simplification form of “ㄹㄹ”. 

  UEUB: This is used for the words which end with ㅂ, identical as 

KAPYEOUN-PIEUP(ㅸ). 

For these reasons, these are exactly useless in Korean languages, more 

useless than the 혀바닥소리 Jamos (The initial consonants in Mid-age 

Chinese, in order to differentiate the 端透定泥-Group and the 知徹澄

娘-Group). 

 

Sixth, all the hangul jamos in Unicode now have their uses, in the 

passage of an old literature book, or still be used nowadays, but these 

ones in “조선어 신철자법” were already obsoleted by their inventors 

of 朝鮮語學會 in the second year they were invented. We can see the 

uselessness of them. 
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